Covid-19 Race Day Checklist
Activity - On Course Access and Requirements
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1. Separate access to the course is restricted to 1 entry for people only movement with 1.5 metres
between entry and exit walkways.
2. Separate access to the course is restricted to 1 entry for vehicular and equine only movement.
3. Process in place to ensure only authorised personnel are entering the course.
•

Licensed jockeys engaged to compete at the meeting

•

Licensed trainers with runners engaged at the meeting

•

Registered stable staff of trainers with runners engaged at the meeting

•

Racing Queensland, QRIC & Club Staff

4. Current licence identification is provided to security staff positioned at entry points.
5. Is disinfectant spray available in all areas - Stewards, Jockeys and stalls.
Activity - People Separation and Hygiene
Stewards
1. Are separate facilities available for Stewards?
2. Have the facilities / room including doorknobs been cleaned with disinfectant, wiped and in a tidy
state?
3. Is there sufficient space for Stewards to remain 1.5 metres apart?
4. Is there access to hand washing facilities &/or alcohol-based hand sanitiser in situ.
5. Is there information displayed on how to reduce the spread of Corona Virus?
6. Have Stewards confirmed none of them is ill, has a temperature or been in contact with anyone
with Covid-19?
7. Is access / interaction between jockey's and officials able to be separated by 1.5 metres?
8. Is a table in place at the scales area for the jockeys weighing in to place their helmets and whip, to
reduce the transference of equipment amongst persons? This area must be disinfected.
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Racing Queensland

9. A table/specific area for jockeys to place saddlecloths after each race, which will be sprayed with
disinfectant prior to reuse
10. Disinfectant spray for riders to spray racing colours before and after each use
11. The closure of common areas such as the jockey room beds, kitchenette and spa until further
notice.
12. Additional resources to disinfect shower and toilet cubicles throughout the day.
13. Sanitary gloves for the collection of strappers bibs.
Jockeys
1. Are separate facilities available for female and male jockeys?
2. If required, are there other facilities that can be used as Jockey's rooms, to reduce the number in
one place at any one time? If so, ensure the facilities meet the above standards.
3. Have the facilities / room including doorknobs been cleaned with disinfectant, wiped and in a tidy
state?
4. Is there sufficient space for Jockey's to remain 1.5 metres apart at all times.
5. Is there access to hand washing facilities &/or alcohol-based hand sanitiser in situ.
6. Is there information displayed / posted on how to reduce the spread of Corona Virus?
7. Have Jockey's confirmed none of them is ill, has a temperature or been in contact with anyone
with Covid-19?
8. Is access / interaction between jockey's and officials able to be separated by 1.5 metres.
9. Are appropriate food hygiene processes in place?
10. Ensure Jockey's use hand sanitiser before handling food, drinks and other communal facilities.
12. Ensure separation of at least 1.5 metres between Jockey's and Officials in mounting yard and at
scale.
13. Additional resources to disinfect shower and toilet cubicles throughout the day.
14. An additional bench for whips and skull caps on weigh in that will be disinfected.
15. Sanitary gloves for the collection of strappers bibs.
Stables - Trainers, Strappers and Stable hands
1. Sufficient space for trainers, strappers and stable hands to remain 1.5 metres apart at all times.
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Racing Queensland

2. Alternately is there facility for alternate stalls for use by horses to increase separation.
3. Have the lavatory facilities been cleaned with disinfectant, wiped and in a tidy state?
4. Is there access to hand washing facilities &/or alcohol-based hand sanitiser in situ?
5. Is there information displayed on how to reduce the spread of Corona Virus?
6. Have trainers, strappers and stable hands confirmed none of them is ill, has a temperature or
been in contact with anyone with Covid-19?
7. Is access / interaction between trainers, strappers and stable hands and officials able to be
separated by 1.5 metres?
8.. Ensure separation of 1.5 metres between trainers, jockey's and officials in the mounting yard,
jockey room and at scale?
9. Ensure trainer's and jockey's interaction pre and post-race is limited and at a distance of 1.5
metres.
Barrier Staff
1. Hand sanitiser in vehicles for use by barrier staff before and after race starts.
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